Abstract: This paper presents an adaptive backstepping control method for trajectory tracking and stabilization of an omnidirectional wheeled mobile robot with parameter variations and uncertainties caused by friction and slip. The dynamic model of the robot with three independent driving omnidirectional wheels equally spaced at 120 degrees from one another is briefly introduced. With the dynamic model, the adaptive controller to achieve both trajectory tracking and stabilization is synthesized via adaptive backstepping approach. Experimental results are conducted to show the merit of the proposed control method.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, omnidirectional mobile robots have attracted much attention in the robotics and control systems societies. Compared to the more common car-like robot (Samson, 1995; Jiang, et al., 1999; Dixon, et al., 2000, and Lee, et al., 2001) , the omnidirectional mobile mechanism has the superior agile capability to move towards any position and to simultaneously attain any desired orientation. Modeling and control of omnidirectional mobile robots incorporating with dynamic effect has been investigated by several researchers. Pin et al. (1994) presented the concepts for a family of holonomic wheeled platforms. Jung et al. (2000) constructed a kind of omnidirectional base, derived its kinematical and dynamic models. Bétourné and Campion (1996) introduced the dynamic modeling of a class of omnidirectional mobile robots and proposed the output feedback linearization law to achieve a good trajectory tracking. Kalmár-Nagy et al. (2004) in Cornell University offered the dynamic model and the time-optimal control for an omnidirectional robot. William II et al. (2002) presented a dynamic model for omnidirectional wheeled mobile robots, considering the occurrence of slip between the wheels and motion surface. Driessen (2006) presented a continuous adaptive controller for the robot adaptive tracking problem with unknown robot parameter, unknown actuator parameter, and unavailable joint acceleration measurement. With the dynamic model from (Kalmár-Nagy et al., 2004) , Tsai and Wang (2005) proposed the stabilization and trajectory tracking method via backstepping. Overall, the aforementioned methods did not consider the issues of the parameter variations and the uncertainties from friction and slip.
The backstepping approach has been widely used to solve for the simultaneous trajectory tracking and stabilization problem for the dynamic models of nonholonomic mobile robots. Fierro and Lewis (1998) presented a control structure that makes possible the integration of a kinematic controller. Based on the results presented by Fierro and Lewis, Fukao et al. (2000) used an adaptive backstepping approach to find the adaptive tracking controller for nonholonomic mobile robots incorporating with dynamic effect and unknown parameters. Dong and Kuhnert (2005) revisited the path following problem of a nonholonomic wheeled mobile robot with both parameter and nonparameter uncertainties. Do et al. (2004) further used the backstepping approach to propose a time-varying global adaptive controller at the torque level. However, the simultaneous tracking and stabilization (regulation) problem of omni-directional mobile robots using the adaptive backstepping approach still remains open. From the viewpoint of controller design, omnidirectional robots are much easier than two-wheeled nonholonomic mobile robots. Nevertheless, this kind of tracking and stabilization control problem with dynamic effect and uncertainties still deserves further study not only for the annual RoboCup competition, but also for possible applications to several kinds of wheeled service robots that require maneuvering capability or omnidirectional mobility.
The goal of this paper is to apply the well-known adaptive backstepping approach to construct a unified control framework to achieve stabilization, trajectory tracking for the omni-directional robot incorporating with the dynamic effect and uncertainties. The proposed controller will be proven with the property of globally asymptotical stability via the Lyapunov stability theory. This type of controller is of practical interest because the voltage control is easier to achieve than torque control or current control.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the dynamic model of the omni-directional wheeled mobile robot with slip is briefly presented. To achieve both trajectory tracking and stabilization, Section III synthesizes an adaptive controller via the adaptive backstepping approach. Section IV conducts several experiments to show the efficacy of the proposed control method. Section V concludes the paper.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DYNAMIC MODEL WITH SLIP
This section is devoted to briefly describing the dynamic model of an omnidirectional mobile robot with three independent driving wheels equally spaced at 120 degrees from one another. Fig.1 depicts its structure and geometry that is used to find the dynamic model of the robot, where q denotes the vehicle orientation. Due to structural symmetry, the vehicle has the property that the center of geometry coincides with the center of mass.
Before introducing the dynamic model, let us recall the following robot's kinematic equation described by Kalmár-Nagy et al.( 2004) In order to derive the robot's dynamic model, one assumes that the robot has two unknown but constant parameters, the total mass m and the moment of inertia J of the robot, and three uncertain but bounded forces exerted on the driving wheels, and neglects the servomotors' dynamics. The assumption of unknown but constant parameters, m and J , is relevant not only at the modeling process , but also during operation for mission execution in case of payload changes. The uncertain but bounded friction forces may come from several factors, such as the static friction between the wheel and the surface, and the slip phenomena where the force may vary with the surface made by the used materials. Note that the friction force exerted on wheel i is divided into two components: the first friction 
ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER DESIGN
This section synthesizes an adaptive controller for the robot's dynamic model (4) with two unknown but constant parameters, m and J , and three uncertain but bounded friction forces exerted on the driving wheels. This controller aims at steering the robot to reach the destination pose or exactly follow desired trajectory with maneuvering capability. In order to solve for the adaptive control problem, the desired and differentiable trajectory is described by [ ]
Ztxtytt , Note that if the desired trajectory r Z is independent of time, that is, a fixed destination pose, then the control problem is referred to the so-called regulation problem or stabilization problem; otherwise, the control problem is the so-called trajectory tracking. Unlike conventional two-wheeled or four-wheeled (car-like) mobile robots, the desired trajectory can not be generated from the robot's kinematics, but can be any smooth but differentiable time function. In the following we elucidate how to use the adaptive backstepping approach to synthesize the adaptive controller. Throughout the paper, V along with the trajectories of (6) and (9) and using the inequality (12), (13) and (14) As shown in Fig.2 , the experimental omnidirectional mobile robot is equipped with the following components: i) one 7" LCD monitor; ii) one personal computer (PC); iii) two encoders mounted on the driving motors; iv) two 12V serial batteries; v) three DC24V brushless servomotors with their drivers from Oriental Motor Co. ; vi) three omnidirectional wheels from Kornylak Corporation. The PC is composed of one parallel digital input and output circuit card with three 20-bit counters HCTL2020, and one digitalto-analog card (PIO-DA9). Three driving omnidirectional wheels are driven by three DC24V brushless servomotors with three mounted encoders of 300 pulses per revolution. The three encoders were employed to provide the velocities of the three DC brushless motors to achieve the deadreckoning of the robot. The adaptive controller (8) for stabilization and trajectory tracking was implemented using C++ codes and standard programming techniques.
Adaptive Stabilization
The first experiment was conducted to investigate the stabilization performance of the proposed adaptive control law (8 Fig. 3 depicts all the experimental trajectories of the omnidirectional mobile base from the origin to the eight goal poses. Fig. 4 shows the heading behavior of the proposed adaptive control law for the robot moving towards the desired orientation 2 p . These results in Fig.3 indicate that these trajectories have almost minimum distances, namely that the robot moved along with straight lines towards the goal poses. Through experiment results, the mobile robot with the proposed adaptive controller has been shown capable of reaching the desired postures with satisfactory performance.
Adaptive Line Trajectory Tracking
The second experiment was used to study straight-line trajectory tracking performance of the control law (8 Fig.5 shows the behavior of the experimental straight-line trajectory of the omnidirectional mobile robot. The result indicated that the adaptive control law (8) was capable of steering the robot to follow the desired line path.
Adaptive Elliptical Trajectory Tracking
The last experiment was employed to explore how the adaptive controller (8) steers the mobile robot to follow an elliptic trajectory described by Fig.6 depicts the experimental elliptic trajectory of the robot. The result showed that the adaptive controller was capable of steering the omnidirectional mobile robot to exactly track the elliptic trajectory.
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